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Abstract: Resistance to Septoria tritici blotch (STB) is an economically important trait in many
wheat-breeding programs across the world. Several quantitative trait loci (QTL) for STB resistance
were identified in wheat but due to the dynamic pathogen population it is necessary to continuously
identify new resistance genes/QTL and determine the underlying resistance mechanism. In this work,
we integrated QTL mapping and transcriptome profiling to identify candidate genes underlying QTL
associated with STB resistance in bread wheat at the seedling stage. The results revealed four QTL on
chromosomes 1BS, 1BL, 3AS and 3DL for STB resistance. Among these, two QTL on 2BL and 3DL
were mapped for chlorosis, necrosis and pycnidia while the other two on 1BS and 3AS were associated
with necrosis and pycnidia. Among the four identified QTL, genes were identified in three QTL (1BS,
2BL and 3DL). In total, 238 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were localized in 1BS, 16 DEGs
in 2BL and 80 DEGs in 3DL QTL region respectively. F-box protein, NBS-LRR disease resistance
genes and receptor-like protein kinase were the most over-represented. The results emphasize the
importance of integrating QTL and transcriptome analysis to accelerate the identification of key genes
underlying the traits of interest.
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1. Introduction

Septoria tritici blotch(STB), caused by the ascomycete fungus Zymoseptoria tritici (also known as
Mycosphaerella graminicola), is currently one of the most devastating foliar diseases on wheat crops
globally. STB is a major concern among European wheat producers, especially in humid, temperate
areas, such as north-western Europe [1]. In Europe, airborne ascospores of Z. tritici discharged from
either distant or local infected wheat debris and deposited in young wheat plants in the fall are the
primary source of STB [2]. Rain splash dispersed pycnidiospores accelerate the spread of STB during
the growing season in the field [3]. Spores germinate on the leaf surface and the fungus invades
exclusively through the stomata [4]. STB has a prolonged symptomless phase of up to three weeks
following infection and sudden switch to symptomatic phase leading to leaf chlorosis which develops
into necrotic irregularly-shaped blotches in which fungal asexual sporulation structures (pycnidia)
develop [5,6].
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Management of STB still relies heavily on fungicides. In Europe, 70% of all fungicides are used
for control of Z. tritici [7]. The high input of fungicides in combating this disease has led to a high
percentage of fungal strains having resistance to strobilurin and azole-based fungicides [8–10]. Recently,
succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors (SDHI) specific non-target site resistance in the field population of
Z. tritici was reported [11]. The European Commission (EC) is promoting low pesticide-input farming
in the member states promoting the implementation of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategies
to farmers [12]. One of the key IPM alternatives for reducing the use of pesticides to control STB is to
grow less susceptible varieties [13], and the deployment of Z. tritici resistance genes for breeding wheat
cultivars remains the most cost-effective and environmentally friendly approach to control STB [14,15].

To date, 22 major Stb resistance genes and several QTL have been identified and mapped [15–18].
However, the majority of these genes have narrow spectra of specificity towards Z. tritici isolates, due to
its interaction with additive and epistatic effects [19,20]. Furthermore, several sexual cycles of Z. tritici
during the wheat growing season make the pathogen population highly diverse and complicates
disease management [2,21]. Known individual Stb genes, except Stb19 that has not been tested, are not
currently effective against Z. tritici populations in Europe [22]. Therefore, identification of new Stb
genes and their stacking resulting in durable and effective STB management are considered to be key
aspects to manage STB in applied breeding [6,15].

Recently, the International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium announced an annotated
reference hexaploid wheat genome in the 21 chromosome-like sequence assemblies, giving access
to 107,891 high confidence genes (IWGSC, 2018). Z. tritici IPO323 isolate genome was released in
2011, whose assembly is 39.69 Mb in length, representing 21 chromosomes [23]. These resources and
the advanced omics techniques can accelerate the identification of new major resistance genes in the
host and avirulence genes in the pathogens. Numerous genes in Z. tritici [24,25] or pathogen-wheat
complex [26] were discovered and annotated under various stage of infection by RNA sequencing
(RNA-Seq) analysis. Rud et al. [26] detected expression of at least 80% of predicted loci and identified
over 3000 Z. tritici genes and 7000 wheat genes as differentially expressed during the development of
infection. Stewart et al. [25] identified four new and re-annotated thirty-five candidate genes located
in a quantitative trait locus (QTL) for pycnidia density and percentage leaf area covered by lesions
(PLACL) on chromosome 7 in Z. tritici.

The aim of the present work was to evaluate the possibility to identify candidate genes for STB
resistance during different infection stages (chlorosis, necrosis and pycnidia) in a bi-parental doubled
haploid (DH) wheat population by combining both QTL and transcriptomics analysis.

2. Results

2.1. Phenotypic Analysis

The phenotypic analysis revealed broad segregation for disease severity levels in chlorosis (CHL),
necrosis (NEC) and pycnidia (PYC) in the bi-parental population (Figure 1). Both parental genotypes
Stigg and Nimbus produced consistent resistant and susceptible reactions to the pathogen in all
infection phases (CHL, NEC and PYC). A significant difference (p < 0.01) was found among genotypes
in AUDPC of CHL, NEC and PYC. Pearson correlations between means of AUDPC revealed that
the highest correlation was observed between CHL and NEC (r = 0.88, p < 0.001), followed by
that between NEC and PYC (r = 0.83, p < 0.001), and the lowest between CHL and PYC (r = 0.62,
p < 0.001), respectively.

2.2. Genotyping and Linkage Mapping

A total of 17,267 SNPs were scored for the population, and 2963 high-quality SNPs retained
after filtering. Cleaning for redundancy resulted in 402 non-redundant SNPs for linkage mapping,
and 376 SNPs were mapped successfully while 26 were unlinked. In total, 62 LGs were generated,
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representing all 21 wheat chromosomes. The LGs cover a total genetic distance of 1603 cM, with an average
genetic distance of 4.3 cM between markers.
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Figure 1. Phenotype distribution of area under disease progress curve (AUDPC) for STB disease
(A) chlorosis (CHL), (B) necrosis (NEC), (C) pycnidia (PYC).

2.3. QTL Mapping

Two QTL were mapped for chlorosis symptom and were located on chromosomes 2BL and 3DL.
These two QTL were also associated with resistance to necrosis symptoms and pycnidia. For the
latter two traits, additional QTL were mapped on 1BS and 3AS (Table 1). QTL regions for the three
traits coincided on each of the four chromosome arms (Figure 2), implying the same underlying
genetic mechanism. The 2BL QTL showed the strongest phenotypic effects in this study, explaining the
phenotypic variation of 13.9–22.7% (Table 1). Except for the 3AS QTL with resistance allele derived
from the susceptible parent Nimbus, all other QTL have their resistance alleles contributed by the
resistant parent Stigg.

Table 1. QTL for STB related traits in the ‘Nimbus’ x ‘Stigg’ population. QTL are listed if they were
over the LOD threshold of 3 (in bold) in at least one environment or over the threshold of 2 in multiple
environments. CHL—chlorosis, NEC—necrosis, PYC—pycnidia.

Trait Chr. Position Left Marker Right Marker Phenotypic Variation
Explained (%) R Source

Exp.1 Exp.2 Mean

CHL 3DL 0–1.2 CAP12_rep_c3953_177 Excalibur_c13336_670 9.5 9.3 Stigg
2BL 11–19.1 Excalibur_c47996_509 Kukri_c3501_1175 13.9 16.3 Stigg

Accumulated percentage of variation explained 23.4 0 25.6

NEC 3DL 0–1.2 CAP12_rep_c3953_177 Excalibur_c13336_670 9.4 8.5 10.5 Stigg
1BS 0–9.4 AX-94509078 AX-94436250 12.2 5 7.2 Stigg
3AS 1.2–2.4 tplb0053a24_2194 AX-94704180 8.9 10.2 5.9 Nimbus
2BL 0–19.1 AX-94869203 Kukri_c3501_1175 16.3 15.7 18.2 Stigg

Accumulated percentage of variation explained 46.8 39.4 41.8

PYC 3DL 0–1.2 CAP12_rep_c3953_177 Excalibur_c13336_670 6.7 5.5 7.3 Stigg
1BS 0–1.3 AX-94509078 AX-95162604 13.2 4.7 11.4 Stigg
3AS 1.2–2.4 tplb0053a24_2194 AX-94704180 8.3 7.1 Nimbus
2BL 0–19.1 AX-94869203 Kukri_c3501_1175 15.3 22.7 17.9 Stigg

Accumulated percentage of variation explained 43.5 32.9 43.7

Exp.1—experiment 1, Exp.2—experiment 2.
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2.4. Gene Expression and Ontology 

In total, 754 genes were differentially expressed at 10 dpi and 1770 at 12 dpi in the resistant and 
susceptible groups, respectively (Figure 4, Supplementary Table S1). The transcriptome analysis on 
resistant and susceptible lines at 10 and 12 dpi revealed up-regulation of 450 and 1287 genes and 
down-regulation of 304 and 483 genes, respectively. 

Figure 2. QTL profiles for the three components of STB, i.e., chlorosis, necrosis, and pycnidia on
chromosomes 1BS, 2BL, 3AS and 3DL in the Nimbus x Stigg population. Genetic distances are shown
in centimorgans to the left of the chromosomes. A threshold of 2.5 is indicated by a dashed vertical line
in the LOD graphs.

The identified QTL showed a significant additive effect, with lines with all four QTL showing the
lowest mean values for the three traits (Figure 3). It is noteworthy that although chlorosis QTL were
only identified on 2BL and 3DL, introgressing QTL on 1BS and 3AS is beneficial to reduce the disease
severity further.
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and pycnidia (C). Different letters indicate significant difference at alpha = 0.01.

2.4. Gene Expression and Ontology

In total, 754 genes were differentially expressed at 10 dpi and 1770 at 12 dpi in the resistant and
susceptible groups, respectively (Figure 4, Supplementary Table S1). The transcriptome analysis on
resistant and susceptible lines at 10 and 12 dpi revealed up-regulation of 450 and 1287 genes and
down-regulation of 304 and 483 genes, respectively.
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Figure 4. Differential gene expression analysis of the resistant/susceptible winter wheat genotypes after
infection with STB at 10 and 12 dpi. (A) Venn diagrams showing the numbers of common and distinct
differentially expressed genes (≥2-fold, FDR ≤ 0.05). (B) The summarized numbers of up-regulated
and down-regulated genes.

The heat map shows two distinct clusters of differentially expressed transcripts at 10 dpi,
where a clear separation was observed between the samples from resistant and susceptible lines
(Figure 5A). At 12 dpi, three distinct clusters were identified (Figure 5B) where all the resistant lines
gathered in one cluster while the susceptible lines separated in two different clusters. A total of 35 gene
ontology (GO) terms were strongly enriched at 10 dpi and 26 terms of them were representing molecular
functions, 8 biological processes and 1 cellular component categories. At 12 dpi, the number of enriched
GOs were 97 and from which 51 were associated with molecular functions, 44 biological processes
and 2 cellular components (Supplementary Table S2). The gene ontology analysis of the differentially
expressed genes revealed that the top three affected molecular functions at 10 dpi were ADP binding,
adenyl ribonucleotide binding and binding; the top three affected biological processes are protein
phosphorylation, post-translational protein modification and cellular protein modification process
(Figure 6A, Supplementary Table S2). The top three enriched GO at 12 dpi in molecular functions
were hydrolase activity- hydrolyzing O-glycosyl compounds, hydrolase activity-acting on glycosyl
bonds and ADP binding; in biological processes were response to water, cell wall macromolecule
metabolic process aspartate family amino acid biosynthetic process (Figure 6B, Supplementary Table S2).
Only one affected cellular component (cytosol) was identified at 10 dpi while at 12 dpi two components
(extracellular region and apoplast) were identified. (Supplementary Table S2).
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Figure 5. Heat map of different gene expression profiles (≥1.5-fold, FDR ≤ 0.05) of resistant/susceptible
genotypes after infection with STB at (A) 10 dpi and (B) 12 dpi. SP—susceptible parent, RP—resistant
parent, SL1—susceptible line 1, SL2—susceptible line 2, RL1—resistant line 1 and RL2—resistant line 2.
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Figure 6. Functional annotation analysis of differentially expressed genes (FDR < 0.05) at (A) 10 and
(B) 12 days after infection with STB.

2.5. Quantification of the Fungal Sequence Reads

No significant difference in fungal sequence reads was found between the samples from resistant
and susceptible genotypes at 10 dpi (Figure 7A). However, the number of fungal reads in 12 dpi was
significantly (p < 0.01) lower in the samples from the resistant genotypes in comparison to susceptible
genotypes (Figure 7B).
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Figure 7. Comparison of the sequence reads mapped to the reference genome of Zymoseptoria tritici
between the resistant and susceptible genotypes. A comparison was made between (A) all resistant
lines/parent and susceptible lines/parent at 10 dpi, (B) all resistant lines/parent and susceptible
lines/parent at 12 dpi, (2 sample t-test, * p < 0.01).

2.6. Co-Localization of DEGs in QTL Regions

Of the 310 markers flanking the four QTL, only 31 were not successfully mapped on their
corresponding chromosomes in IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 genome (Supplementary Table S3). Accordingly,
the 1BS QTL fell into a physical range of 1,202,951 to 420,357,704, the 2BL QTL between 789,437,020 and
799,254,343, the 3AS QTL between 7,436,985 and 8,686,717, and the 3DL QTL between 593,442,231 and
614,366,132 (Supplementary Table S3). Based on the result, significantly (≥2-fold, FDR ≤ 0.05) DEGs
(334) were only localized in 1BS, 2BL and 3DL QTL intervals. No significantly DEGs were identified
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in 3AS QTL region. Several DEGs related to F-box protein, NBS-LRR disease resistance protein-like
protein, receptor-like protein kinase and protein kinase family protein were most over-represented in
all three QTL regions (Figure 8).
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In total, 238 DEGs were localized in 1BS QTL region (Supplementary Table S4). Among them,
42 DEGs were up/down regulated at 10 dpi, 40 genes at 12 dpi and 156 overlapping genes at both time
points in the resistant lines compared to the susceptible ones (Supplementary Table S4). The top three
up/down-regulated genes at 10 dpi were PGR5-like protein 1A, phloem protein 2-like protein and basic
helix-loop-helix (bHLH) DNA-binding superfamily protein and at 12 dpi protein kinase-like, cDNA
clone: J013058P10, full insert sequence and NBS-LRR-like resistance protein (Figure 9A). Only sixteen
significantly up/down-regulated genes were localized in the 2BL QTL region (Supplementary Table S4).
In total, four genes at 10dpi, one gene at 12 dpi and eleven overlapping genes at both time points were
identified as up and down-regulated. Protein NRT1/PTR FAMILY 5.5, NBS-LRR-like resistance protein
and tetraacyldisaccharide 4′-kinase were identified as the top three up-regulated and NBS-LRR disease
resistance protein homologue, CsAtPR5 and cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
were identified as the top down-regulated at both time points (Figure 9B). Overall, 80 significantly
up/down-regulated genes were identified in the 3DL QTL region (Supplementary Table S4). The top
three significantly up-regulated genes in this QTL during both time points were protein kinase
family protein, disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) family and the top three significantly
down-regulated genes were CBS domain-containing protein-like and receptor-like protein kinase,
pectin acetylesterase and polyubiquitin (Figure 9C).

3. Discussion

Host plant resistance is considered as the most sustainable approach for decreasing yield losses
caused by different pathogens in many crops, including wheat. Integrating analysis of linkage mapping
and putative genes responsible for resistance can facilitate the improvement of wheat through the
identification and utilization of molecular markers for effective marker-assisted selection [27]. This type
of integrated analysis assisted in decreasing the number of candidate genes in different plant species,
such as maize [28], Arabidopsis [29] and wheat [30]. In the present study, a similar method was used
to identify candidate genes for STB resistance during the different infection stages of STB (chlorosis,
necrosis and pycnidia) in a bi-parental DH wheat population.

Based on the QTL mapping results, QTL on 3DL and 2BL were the most stable, being significant
for all three STB induced symptoms. The most significant QTL on 3DL reported so far is Stb16q,
being flanked by barc125 and barc128 [20], which has a projected region on 3DL of Chinese Spring
RefSeq v1.0 from 174.8 to 532.9 Mb. On the other hand, the 3DL QTL in this study was found in the
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region from 593.4 to 614.4 Mb, being outside yet not far from the Stb16q region. Therefore, it remains
inconclusive as for whether the 3DL QTL in this study represents Stb16q or a novel QTL. On 2BL,
Stb9 and a few mega-QTL have been mapped, of which the former is mapped at the distal region [17].
According to Chartrain et al. [31], Stb9 was encompassed by several SSRs of which wmc332 and
gpw1214 represent the outmost markers, delimiting the gene in the physical region between 739.4 and
786.6 Mb. In our study, however, the QTL region is between 789.4 and 799.3 Mb, demonstrating
a similar situation for the 3DL QTL, i.e., no solid conclusion could be drawn either as to whether
this QTL is new. QTL on 1BS and 3AS were significant for only necrosis and pycnidia. The former
was mapped in a large chromosome region in this study, spanning the entire 1BS and part of 1BL.
According to Brown et al. [17], several genes and QTL have been mapped onto 1BS, including Stb2,
Stb11, StbWW, MQTL2, etc. Limited by the low mapping precision in the current study we cannot
make sure if the 1BS QTL represents any of the above-mentioned genes or QTL, unfortunately. The QTL
on 3AS was mapped at the distal region from 7.4 to 8.7 Mb. On 3AS, there have been several genes
and QTL mapped, including StbSm3, Stb6, MQTL12 etc., of which the first was located at the most
distal region [17]. StbSm3 was identified in a common wheat landrace Salamouni, being flanked
by SSR markers barc321 and barc12 [32] that delimiting a physical range between 11.7 and 15.5 Mb,
being different from the region of our 3AS QTL, yet they are close to each other, and we cannot conclude
with confidence that ours is a new QTL.

Several candidate genes with putative roles in resistance to STB in wheat were identified in the
present work. The F- box proteins were identified as one of the most represented genes in all three QTL
regions (Supplementary Table S4, Figure 8). They play an essential role in plant immune responses
through their involvement in hormone pathways such us salicylic acid (SA) and jasmonic acid (JA) [33].
These hormones play major roles in regulating plant defence responses against numerous pest and
pathogens [34]. SA is usually involved in the activation of defence responses against biotrophic and
hemi-biotrophic, whereas JA is generally associated with defence against necrotrophic pathogens [35].
The lifestyle of the Z. tritici is a hemibiotrophic and thus both hormones are playing an important
role in defence against STB. Zamani et al. [36] have shown that the exogenous application of SA has
significantly reduced the STB disease symptoms on the wheat leaves. It was also reported that the
fungus during the switch to necrotrophic stage induced changes in expression of wheat jasmonic acid
biosynthesis genes and large-scale activation of other plant defence responses [26].

Disease resistance protein (NBS-LRR class) family genes were the second most over-represented
among the DEGs in all three QTL regions (Supplementary Table S4, Figure 9). These disease
resistance genes (R genes) encode proteins containing a nucleotide-binding site (NBS) and leucine-rich
repeats (LRRs) [37]. As an example, around 150 putative NBS-LRR genes have been identified in
Arabidopsis [38], 400 in rice [39] genomes. The members of NBS-LRR family confer resistance to
different pathogens in various plant species [40–43].

The third most over-represented genes within the QTL intervals in the present study were genes
encoding receptor-like kinases (RLK) (Supplementary Table S4, Figure 9). Plants deploy a large number
of surface RLKs as pattern recognition receptors to detect stresses such as herbivore feeding or to the
presence of pathogens through detection of non-self molecules [44]. Several RLKs have recently been
associated in plant defence responses [45]. Recently, a major resistance gene (Stb6) for STB was cloned
which encodes a conserved wall-associated receptor kinase-like protein [46]. Ma, et al. [47] performing
a comparative transcriptomics revealed that the early asymptomatic stage during the infection by
Z. tritici is characterized by strong upregulation of genes encoding RLKs.
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Materials and Experimental Design

A set of 84 bi-parental doubled-haploid (DH) lines derived from a cross between winter wheat
cultivars Stigg (resistant to STB) and Nimbus (susceptible to STB) were used to evaluate STB resistance
in the greenhouse condition. Planting of wheat materials and the experimental design were done as
described previously [48]. Briefly, the seeds were germinated on the moist filter paper in the Petri
dishes at 4 ◦C in dark for 4 days followed by germination at room temperature for another two
days. After germination, the seeds were sown in plastic pots (8 × 8 × 8 cm, 2 seeds per pot) filled
with commercial pot soil Blomjord Exclusive (Emmaljunga Torvmull AB, Sweden) and grown in
a greenhouse condition at 22 ◦C (day) and 18 ◦C (night) with a 16 h photoperiod. The experiment was
performed in three randomized complete blocks design and the entire experiment was repeated twice.

4.2. Inoculation and Disease Assessment

Inoculum preparation and inoculation condition were performed according to Odilbekov, et al. [48].
Twenty-one days after the planting, both sides of marked second and third leaf of the seedlings were
brushed with the conidial suspension using a flat watercolour paintbrush (bristle length 15 mm).
Inoculated plants were allowed to dry for one hour and transferred to the plastic tent at a relative
humidity (RH) of >95% for 48 h. Thereafter, the plants were returned to the greenhouse conditions.
Disease severity was visually assessed at 13, 15, 17, 20 and 22 days after inoculation as a percentage
(from 0 to 100%) of chlorotic (CHL), necrotic (NEC) pycnidial coverage area (PYC). The symptoms
development for each line over the assessment period was calculated by using the area under the
disease progress curves (AUDPC). Differences in AUDPC were investigated with ANOVA (PROC
GLM), and Minitab software (Version 17.1.0) was used for statistical computations.

4.3. Genotyping

The leaf tissue for DNA extraction was collected from a six-week-old seedling and stored at
−80 ◦C until further processing. The DNA extraction and genotyping of the samples was performed at
TraitGenetics GmbH, Germany (http://www.traitgenetics.com/en/) and 20K SNP (single nucleotide
polymorphism) wheat marker array was used for genotyping. Marker filtering was applied to eliminate
(1) monomorphic markers, (2) highly distorted markers with segregation ratio beyond the range
0.5–2.0, and (3) markers with missing data point higher than 20%. A further cleaning step was
performed with the BIN functionality of the ICIMapping v. 4.1 software (www.isbreeding.net) to
remove redundant markers.

4.4. Linkage and QTL Mapping

Linkage groups (LGs) were generated with the JoinMap v.4 software [49] using LOD values from
3 to 10 and the Maximum Likelihood algorithm for ordering markers within each LG. Chromosome
anchoring of LGs was performed according to the Illumina 90 K SNP map in Wang et al. [50].
QTL mapping was performed with the MapQTL v. 6.0 software [51]. Interval mapping (IM) was
first run to detect potential QTL for each trait, and then multiple QTL mapping (MQM) for each QTL
was performed using the closest linked markers identified in IM as a cofactor. QTL were regarded as
significant and reported if they exceed the LOD threshold of 3 in at least one experiment or over the
threshold of 2 in both experiments. The software MapChart ver. 2.3 [52] was used to draw LGs and
LOD profiles.

4.5. RNA Isolation, Sequencing and Data Analysis

Six different genotypes (2 resistant, 2 susceptible and 2 parents) were selected for RNA-seq analysis
based on phenotypic results. The growing condition of the plants, inoculum and inoculation were

http://www.traitgenetics.com/en/
www.isbreeding.net
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performed as described above. The experiment was arranged in three replicates and samples were
collected at 10 and 12 days post inoculation (dpi). At each time point, two leaflets were collected from
each individual plant pooled and the collected samples (totally 36) were immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 ◦C until further processing. Total RNA was isolated from 100 mg of frozen
tissue with the RNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen) including DNase treatment (RNase-free DNase set,
Qiagen) based on the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA quality and concentration were estimated in
Experion™ Automated Electrophoresis System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). cDNA
library construction and sequencing of the samples were done at the SciLifeLab (Stockholm, Sweden).
Paired-end mRNA reads were generated using Illumina high-throughput sequencing machine and
initial Quality Control (QC) check was performed with FastQC v0.11.7 [53]. All types of ribosomal
RNAs (rRNAs) were removed using Sortmerna-v2.1b [54], and some minor percentage of remaining
adapters were trimmed with Trimmomatic-v0.36 [55] as a minimum length of 20 bases along with
other default settings. After merging reads from different libraries (only technical replicates), second
round of QC check was performed on independent samples and for better visualization combined
MultiQC v1.6 [56] tool was used. Sample reads were aligned to the published reference Wheat genome
IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 genome [57] using STAR-v2.5.4a [58] spliced transcript aligner. Samtools-v1.5 [59]
was used to sort reads from the alignment, transcript abundance was estimated (feature counts/TPM)
with eXpress-v1.5.1 [60], especially total read counts were used for further analysis. Differential
expression analysis of the genes (DEGs) was performed using the EdgeR package [61]. DEGs between
the resistant and susceptible genotypes were determined based on a false discovery rate (FDR < 0.05)
and relative fold change value (≥2-fold). The functional annotations of the differentially expressed
genes were assessed with AgriGo [62] with the Triticum aestivum database. The annotations were
further summarized using Revigo (Gibas et al. 2011). In order to verify the fungal transcript activity,
available fungal reference genome Z. tritici (GCF_000219625.1_MYCGR_v2.0) [23] was used to align
mRNA sequencing reads from all experiments. Performed alignment using STAR-v2.5.4a aligner,
QC check and other filtering steps performed similar to the above analysis (with wheat reference
genome). Transcript abundance was estimated (feature counts/TPM) with eXpress-v1.5.1 [60], and total
read counts were measured for different experiments.

4.6. Genes in QTL Physical Positions

Attempts were made to locate the physical positions of all significant QTL via BLASTing sequences
of their flanking markers against IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 genome. Considering the small population size,
variation in physical position within a cluster of co-segregating markers was too big to be neglected,
thus the physical confidence interval of a QTL was not only determined by the flanking markers listed
in Table 1, but also their co-segregating markers, whichever showed wider ranges. We have localized
significantly DEGs within these QTL wider ranges of co-segregating markers and extracted their gene
annotation from IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 genome used for DE analysis. Genes from the four QTL regions
were further filtered based on significantly DEGs from two different experiments (1) R-vs-S_10dpi,
(2) R-vs-S_12dpi that were conducted for this study.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we identified four QTL for STB resistance of which two QTL were mapped for
chlorosis, necrosis and pycnidia, and the other two were only associated with necrosis and pycnidia.
The result suggests that integrating QTL mapping and transcriptome analyses is a powerful approach
to narrow down and identify the correct candidate genes. The DEGs localized in the QTL regions serve
as future candidate genes for enhancing STB resistance in wheat by using molecular approaches.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4395/9/9/510/s1,
Table S1: List of differentially expressed genes identified by RNA-Seq at 10 and 12dpi, Table S2: Gene Ontology
enrichment analysis, Table S3: Physical positions of markers flanking the four QTL mapped in this study, Table S4:
List of differentially expressed genes localized on 1BS, 2BL and 3DL QTL regions.
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